
KhelPlay Rummy Launches Rainbow Rummy
Tournament!
MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA, July
12, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- KhelPlay
Rummy, one of India’s most talked about
card gaming websites is in the news
again!  Arguably the most rewarding
rummy website, its creative team has this
time decided on the theme of Rainbows!
Aptly naming its current event Rainbow
Rummy Tournament, this 7 day
tournament is an absolute bonanza for
the Indian card lover. Players can join
each tournament for just Rs. 100, and
daily win a share from 7 4G
Smartphones and Cash prizes all
amounting to Total Prize of Rs. 70,000!  

Mr. Pradeep Jain, Head of Operations
KhelPlay Rummy says this tournament is
a one of kind and should not be missed
by any card player. He emphasizes that
there there are 70 Winners in each daily
tournament, which means by the end of
the 7 day event there would be a

mammoth 490 winners who together would totally have won Rs. 4,90,000 which includes 49 4G
Smartphones!

What’s special to note is that the event has the right blend of cash and kind prizes! 49 4G
Smartphones, that’s creating a buzz even among other gaming websites.   

With the launch of this event, KhelPlay Rummy again lives up to its title of being a rewarding gaming
platform. The unique structure of its Offers and tournaments showcases that everything for them is
centered around player’s interest first. This is a great way of setting example wherein Customer is
indeed treated like King.

About KhelPlayRummy.com
Khelplayrummy.com is one of the leading cards playing websites in India. In a span of less than five
years, it has made a name for being a fair gaming platform where the player’s interest is always
central. Here players can participate in different variants and win handsome rewards in tournaments.
Being completely organic, it prides itself for having started from humble origins and to today being
arguably the best rewarding Indian rummy website.
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